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Communicated Jan 28 1925

NOTE BY MAJOR GENERAL SIR NEILL MALCOLM
The stones bearing these inscriptions form part of a large collection

of South Arabian statuettes c belonging to a Parsee gentleman at
Aden He informs me that all these objects as well as a number
of seals gold ornaments and other small articles have been brought
to Aden from a distance of 20 camels marches This I calculate to
mean about 300 miles The rubbings were taken for me by
Captain Hembrow A D C to Lieut General T E Scott C B who
commands the troops at Aden

I

Sabaean Inscription recording exploits of Il sharah Yahdub
and his brother

MoriX 1 II y
anii ifflvnHl nvMMiii 2 Cnl
inBH j i t f j y iA Davft aiHoj 3
HrWoloBoai nsniftnrHifvia 4
y4 1 H 1 nri H L HBXl CD I XAX 5
iUToonksvftWIH ftxiv e

lovfv/vDinBH lTOiftiom 7
iMioftxlftniMMainwiaoS o e

B4 J D 2t IIH J lQ r JI i t lo ftnB l i M in 9
a an Hi Axl Hnx iinlJmif i 10
nl1XMIoV ft nB l fT l l 1AI V 11
Af al vHHi l iAl2onjB4 nofAni l iix 12

vxlr nxlHniiF 1 13



2 PltOCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH ACADEMY
The kings mentioned in this Inscription are known from several

which have already been published and are collected with translation
by Winckler MVAG 1897 p 347 foil The first of these made
known and deciphered is Brit Mus 33 Osiander 35 interpreted in
ZDMG xix 277 and more recently by Rhodokanakis Studien ii
146 for others see CM 135 140 299 398 429 also Glaser Die
Abessinier in Arabien p 117 where Glaser 424 is interpreted the
translation is somewhat improved by Hartmann Die Arabische Frage
p 151 Various epigraphists have endeavoured to enucleate the
history which these inscriptions contain the latest is Rhodokanakis
SBWA 198 ii 69

It is clear from a comparison of these texts that the Inscription
besides being fragmentary at the beginning and end has also lost
a considerable number of letters on the left hand margin for line 7
which ends with l TPiNl and his brother, is followed in line 8 by
any OyiS whom we know to have been the father of Il sharah
Yahdub evidently then line 7 originally proceeded J3 pa 5 tN

Yazil Bayan the two sons of 1 We may assume then a loss of ten
letters with dividing marks at the end of line 7 and the supple
ment required at the end of line 3 aw Djna p is of precisely the
same number of letters This furnishes guidance for supplementing
the remaining lines

The monogram which fills the right hand corner resembles what is
called signum numinis in CM 397 c a special study of such
marks has been made by Grohmann DSWA 58 1914 From the
amount remaining it would seem clear that not more than one
complete line has been lost from the top The missing portions
contained the names of the persons not fewer than three who
dedicated the statue Since the n with which line 6 commences is
probably a fragment of the name npD S it is likely that the god to
whom the statue was offered was Almaqah of Hirran The name
anayan of which fragments remain in line 1 evidently belongs to
the father of one of the dedicators It occurs as that of the
eponymus of a year in some of the inscriptions enumerated above
but the person need not be the same in these cases

1 This should have contained 24 letters with some dividing lines
The name anajnn contains six whence 18 are lost The supplement

r s prri npcbx wpn
17 letters will satisfy requirements since the space occupied b the

letters is not precisely the same
2 Here 10 letters or their equivalent have been lost Of these

three belonged to the word which begins line 3 JJE doubtless a
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fragment of jytyifll as in Glaser 424 6 In accordance with usage
men of line 2 should be followed by rm and this word by left
This furnishes nine letters which perhaps are sufficient

3 The supplement is furnished as has been seen by other
inscriptions

4 The combination yxil DTI defeat and subjugation, is found
in CIH 2 17 and Brit Mus 32 5 Osiander I e 261 The third
synonym DDn is evidently identical with the Arabic cut

The lost letters clearly contained words equivalent to of his
enemies so that and the enemy is likely to have been named

5 The verb lonxn is conjug v of Dnx which in CIH 315 5
certainly means made peace The fifth conjugation doubtless
meant adopted a peaceful attitude or sued for peace The word
which follows nvm may be identified with the Arabic U meaning
excused themselves The word pnaa which follows resembles pna

in CIH 292 2 where it is something that is taken Glaser
AJN 17 18 deals with this word in his own philological style
probably we may render it benevolence here in the sense of
gift The fragment prn may perhaps be supplemented bpni not

however in the sense of territory but as the name of a place
Haql mentioned by Khazraji transl i 184 text i 190 Hamdanl
mentions several places whose names are compounded with this word
The other missing eleven letters are likely to have been pftbti 0 Trial
and if this makes a supplement of twelve where the normal number
would be ten it maybe observed that the letter ,which occurs twice
occupies very little space and the same is the case with o

6 The phrase D Sia lNTi successful raid, is found in CIH 334
42 and elsewhere Since it is probable that the fragment 1/TX at
the commencement of line 7 should be supplemented liTinD, his two
masters, the import of the missing words in line 6 is likely to have
been when So and so rebelled against

7 The letters missing have been supplied as above
8 The word b XT raid, in this line is a permutative of the

same in line 6 above The fragment N3 at the commencement of
line 9 can be supplemented from CIH 407 17 Navi 1N3D pa
If the word D sia has fallen out after jijinn we shall have nine letters
which perhaps form an adequate supplement

9 The final in is doubtless to be supplemented nicnxn Hadra
maut, as in Glaser 119 5 Die Abessinwr usw p 105 The other lost
letters are likely to have meant against the forces of or something
similar

10 The name uat is found as that of a clan see Hartmann s Index



4 PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH ACADEMY
The name tbbx is found in Arabic as a local name but there are
personal names derived from the same root Since the word means
more unjust there is a possibility that it may be a contemptuous

substitute for some name meaning Juster
11 13 The sense of these lines is determined by the final inD

which is clearly to be supplemented DA1HD a slaying, and this
slaughter was carried out on troops commanded by their two
masters of whom Azlam b Zabnur was one It is likely that the
fragment in at the commencement of line 11 is the remains of
inpD N who is thanked for bestowing this slaughter on the two kings
leading the forces of Saba and jTD a tribe known from an inscription
published by H Derenbourg Revue Archeologigue xxxv 13 Mar
seilles xi It is not easy to supplement the fragment n with which
line 12 commences

The whole may now be given in Hebrew letters with such supple
ments as are certain or probable

o v prri npzbtt wpn 3 t 3jnn l
ini ion msjonon in3n 33ni 7 j 2

aw Dine 33 stov n wbx ichn id 3sie 3
Dni jjSrn nana N3D sta 4

PK bn iv d rriai pnn smaa anvnn lonxn 5

no tyta lonx io s isn n 6
33 p3 bTN in nfr 1 aim n lB N WK 7

d i iNn n3d 3 any Dsns 8
niD i vm T n ins hv 3vi n3 9

nay cBia isn war 33 Di t x 10
aja wiitn 3vn mpta in n

IDiTj N IO Vlpl 10 OJ 3 im31 N3D n 12

m mo U3t 33 zbm 13
This may be rendered

A B son of CD E F son ofG H and Y Z son of
1 Tubb akarii dedicated to Almaqali of Hirran the im

2 age of gold which is upon it out of gratitude for that he aided
and as

3 sisted their lord Il sharah Yahdub son of Far 1 Yanhub
4 king of Saba by the defeat subjugation and reduction of his

enemies so that

5 they sued for peace and offered apologies with the gift of Haq
and because Almaqah brought about





ZAID SAILAN SON OF MA ADIL



3

MA ADIL SALHAN SON OF YASDUQIL

KING OF AUSAN



4

YASDUQIL FAR 111 SHABAH AT KING OF A
USAN SON OF MA ADIL SALHAN KING OF AUSAN
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6 the raid of their lord with safety when X rebelled against his
two mas

7 ters Il sharah Yahdub and his brother Yazil Bayan sons of

8 Far m Yanhub king of Saba a raid with success which they
undertook in

9 vading and waging war in the country of Himyar and H dramaut
against the forces of

10 Azlam b Zabnur a raid with success And because Almaqahu
granted

11 Il sharah Yahdub and his brother Yazil Bayan at the head of
the forces

12 of Saba and B hid on the troops commanded by their two
masters son of

13 and Azlam b Zabnur slaughter
As compared with the other inscriptions wherein these persons are

mentioned it is observable that the brothers are not as yet kings
and their father has not the title king of Saba and Dhu Raidan
which they afterwards take but only king of Saba Further in
some other inscriptions Il sharah is called Kabir Aqyan a title of
which the import is obscure in Brit Mus 33 when he and his
brother are already kings they proceed to confer certain rights on
those who have the title kabir Aqydn It is reasonable to suppose
that Il sharah Yahdub had not yet obtained the humbler title when
this inscription was composed since otherwise we should expect that
it would have been recorded

On the evidence of the Periplus which belongs to the first century
of our era Hartmann places these kings somewhere about the
beginning of that period The arguments of Glaser Die A bessinkr
usw p 115 foil who places the events well before the Sabaean era
115 B C seem to the present writer convincing It is clear that
a whole series of wars led to the establishment of a kingdom of Saba
and Raidan which is likely to have introduced an era at the
commencement of this series our inscription evidently stands It is
to be regretted that in the excellent monograph of Winckler no
attempt is made to arrange the inscriptions in chronological order
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II

Tablet of Yasduqil Far m Sharah at King of Ausan

oilftH f M
hnlXoH SlDof 2

KD oth MH M 3
M M2 n HHn t 4 J 4
ifto XiViaa Mn x 5
WlhnlrSSVarMllS 6
ftrfavnlat aoaiirtg 7
ftlCiiafthnioxDrtio 8
AnftMonfllr 1 9
r H AIin 10

The kingdom of Ausan was known from an inscription published
in RES no 454 and noticed by Hartmann A F 185 to which one
that is similar though fragmentary was reproduced by Lidzbarski
Ephemeris ii 385 these two inscriptions belong to the king of our
tablet or one with the same name Extracts from another inscrip
tion of great interest dealing with this kingdom were given by
Glaser Geographie usw Arabiens p 89 and AJN 159 This
inscription which records the fall of the kingdom implies that it
was of considerable size and importance at the final catastrophe
16,000 men were slain and 40,000 captured a whole number of
places are enumerated which had formed part of its territories

Among the antiquities belonging to the collection whence the
new inscription is taken are some four alabaster statues representing
kings or princes of Ausan They bear the following names

i 1AHoa Hn oftIrt1 l 3o MftHA
Yasduqil Far m king of Ausan son of Mdadil

2 iftNoaiimnfiMaHTx
Zaid 1 Saildn son of Mdadil
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1AWi¥ Hn HH 1rthr l l 2
iHAoftlrVTJJ

Ma adil Sal//an son of Yasduqil king of A ustin

4 AlhialXo lUo MAHAHr l iG Aia 14 1 l i 1AiHo2j in Hr t ia

Yasduqil Far 1 Sharah at king of Austin son of Ma adil Solium
king of Austin

One might have supposed the persons named in 1 and 4 to be the
same as two of the names are identical but the faces of the statues
are so different that this supposition is excluded It seems clear that
we have a dynastic series wherein the same names naturally recur
And the author of the inscription who is affiliated to Wadd the
name of a god is likely to have been the founder

The first word is rendered by Hommel Aufsatze usw i 21
Altar of incense and this is sufficient to give us the import of the

whole In line 4 irp is evidently the first form of which the causa
tive means to legislate 1 Grundsatz 22 we may render let it be
appointed The phrase fna p occurs in Kat i 57 2 and cer
tainly means this notification the words in line 5 nsi DI 13 rri
are less clear m occurs Kat ii 45 4 where Rh renders it im
Wechsel Since the word ns to may well have some sense connected
with time like x o in CIH 407 10 and the Arabic iU we may
perhaps identify D with a 1 and render the whole phrase for all
time and perpetuity

of 5 and 6 is interpreted by Rh St i 65 undertake and
this sense suits the passage where it seems to be the passive with
the Minaean waw conversive The word DbniD of line 6 is perhaps
the Aethiopic Ao rfirt meaning lend here rather appropriate
In line 7 NDC seems to mean be offered i e whereon incense shall
be offered the word may be the Aethiopic aofth as Rh St i 65
thinks in which case it will have acquired sacrificial meaning like

The remainder is clear except that the first letters of line 10
are almost obliterated It seems probable that the letters contain
nothing more than the pronominal suffix of D3K ending in DD but
this suffix may well have been irregular
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The whole may then be transliterated and rendered

a tapw idjjo 1
1 33 nyrne jn 2
h 3 DIN 3 0 EH 3

i iri n 3i3 irv 4
i to riN i na n 5

33 obniD jb 6
Nlbfj 3 d idvd Dli 7

IN 3 DN 33 llD y 8
D3N npi An 3D 9

Di NDC3 CD 10

1 Altar of Incense of Yasduqil Fa
2 r m Sharak at son of Wa
3 dd king of Ausan And let
4 it be established by ihis notification for
5 ever and all time and let
6 it be obligatory to consecrate it from his
7 notification for an altar of incense whereupon
8 offerings shall be made by the kings of Au
9 san because their father commanded

10 them this by his behest

Examples of Sabaean altars are given by Grohmann DSWA 58
1914 pp 38 41 The purpose of this order seems to be to use this
altar for ayva Ov/iara only The Israelitish altar of incense was
also of the very greatest fifinrtity A sketch of a 1BJIB ia given by
Hommel Chresiomathie p 67



LIST OF WORDS
S as Sabaean Inscription A Ausanian Inscription P Portraits

DD D2N A 9 Dion S 2
plWl S6 8 10 D von S 9

DIN A3 8 P 1 3 4 DDn S4

vr f s 7 mcn vn S9
tbm Sio is trr h A3

A 5 b pn S5

mt x S 3 7,11 bw Sii
S 12 airr s 3,7 i i

jhK S9 aw ss
icnxn S 5 i KP IX A 1 P 1 3 4

11 A5 ns6 A 5
fro S 12
1 Si 8 A3 Pi 8 4

3 S 11
1J

i BK A 8

p SlO 13 A2 Pl 4 i N11JB P 1 4

JO p A 6 8 NBBn A 7
Din S12 1BHN1B S 3,6 WH TO S7 lDn iOD

pro S5 S12
frha A 4 Dh na A 6 D NDB A 10

p ri S2 N3D S4 8 12
p A 4 K3 d S9

n i A 4 P D P2
oajnno Sis jn D P3

bi i A s Sp
DbniD A 6 Wt V A 8
D sn S6 10 nOJfD A 1 DnDJ/D A 7

JW1 S4 DV1B S 8 A 1 P 1
npi A9 vtpi S12 N3¥ S9

fvefrn S3 fnvm S5
U3T S 10 13 ninns A 2 P 4
DTT P2 aijayan S 1
in A9 on S4

Most of the abbreviations are familiar Rh is for Rhodokanakis
Kat i Katabanische Texte zur Bodenwirtschaft SBWA 194 Kat ii the
continuation SBWA 198 Grundsatz stands for Der Grundsatz der Offent
lichkeit in den siidarabischen Urkunden SBWA 177
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